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Have you forgotten your bios password and locked yourself out of your PC? Have you bought a new or

used PC or laptop from someone, but they did not tell you the BIOS password? Then this software is a

must for you, I can help! Not convinced youve found the right item you need, then read on or contact me,

I am here to help. Very simple to use; simply turn your computer on, put the CD in and restart. Then

follow the on-screen instructions after the software loads. Complete on screen tutorial is provided, along

with a must read 1st instruction. It's a useful tool for users to get their lost BIOS password back, or clean

passwords from an old computer bought from others. Most types of BIOS such as: AWARD, AMI,

Compaq, Phoenix, Samsung, IBM, Compaq, DTK, Thinkpad, Sony, Toshiba are all supported. Features

of this Software: BOOTABLE CD that allows you to get your lost BIOS passwords back, even if you don't

know the old one's. It can display the superior passwords of the BIOS Extremely Easy to Use (simply turn

your computer on, put the CD in, then follow the on-screen instructions after the software loads) Works

with almost any PC or Laptop (requires bios that supports boot from CD - almost ALL computers support

this) Please note, if you cannot access your Bios to set the First Boot Device to be the CD-ROM this CD

will not work for you. ISO FILE CD DISC IMAGE Items contained on this are distributed freely and

globally under the terms of the GNU Public License, the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) and

SOME may be available on the public domain
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